# Wellwood International Bus Stops

Below is a list of buses and stops for Wellwood International School. Specific bus numbers and drop off/pick up times will be sent home the week before school begins. Please look at this list to determine the stop that is best for your home address and indicate this on the google form.

## Pink Bus
- CAMPFIELD EARLY LEARNING CENTER
- SOUTHERN CROSS DR & LAUREL DR
- ALTER ST & CHISHOLM DR
- MILBROOK ELEM

## Green Bus
- BONNIE RIDGE DR & HARROWDALE RD
- FITZWARREN PL & PHEASANT CROSS DR

## Teal Bus
- EASTRIDGE RD & SOUTHERN CROSS DR
- EASTRIDGE RD & HUNTINGTON DR
- HUNTINGTON DR & SOUTHERN CROSS DR
- PARSONS AVE & SOUTHERN CROSS DR
- 6817 PARSONS AVE
- PARSONS AVE & SOUTHERN CROSS DR

## Purple Bus
- SCOTTS LEVEL RD AT WINAND ELEM DR
- BEDFORD ELEM

## Orange Bus
- SMITH AVE & PENNY LN
- OPP - 11 WYTCHWOOD CT
- BONNIE RIDGE DR & COPPER RIDGE DR
- COPPER RIDGE DR & SUGARLOAF CT
- COPPER RIDGE DR & ASPEN TREE CT

## Blue Bus
- OLD WILLOW RD & RAMBLING RIDGE LN
- STEVENSON RD & OLD FOREST RD
- OLD POST DR & STONEHENGE CIR
- OLD POST DR & OLD CROSSING DR
- LIGHTFOOT DR & MIDFIELD RD

## Yellow Bus
- PARSONS AVE & RIDGE AVE
- BRIGHTON AVE & SPRING AVE
- MOUNT VERNON AVE & RIDGE AVE
- RIDGE AVE & FAIRMOUNT AVE
- 6623 DALTON DR
- DALTON DR & WYATT DR
- 6650 MAROTT DR
- 6602 MAROTT DR

## Brown Bus
- HERITAGE DR & SECOND TEE CT
- IRONWOOD CIR & ROCKLAND HILLS
- ROCKLAND HILLS DR & SANDVIEW CT
- BONNIE RIDGE DR ENTRANCE
- BONNIE RIDGE DR & MAPLE LEAF CT
- 6809 BONNIE RIDGE DR

If you have further questions, please contact Michelle Brennan, Assistant Principal, mbrennan5@bcps.org or call 443-809-1212.